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Whatâ€™s on your holiday checklist? If youâ€™ve listed culture, relaxation and a lush, green environment, a
South Indian Tour could be the perfect option. Kerala, in particular, is a destination to consider.
Kerala holidays offer everything mentioned above, along with a little adventure. In this beautiful
Indian state itâ€™s possible to sit back on beach, ride an elephant and explore cool, untouched forests â€“
and if you like, all in a day. Kerala holiday packages cater to travellers of every type, both from
within India and abroad. Kerala honeymoon packages, in particular, are a popular choice, seeing
that the state offers so much in the way of serenity and peace â€“ elements that most couples enjoy
after the busy rush of a wedding. Referred to as â€˜Godâ€™s own countryâ€™, this destination really does take
visitors back to nature. Stunning lagoons, backwaters and wildlife set the scene for a memorable,
picturesque journey. After all, who wouldnâ€™t feel peaceful on a houseboat cruise?

Kerala tourism is about new experiences. Visitors feel that they have entered an entirely new world,
one separate from the pressures and stresses of modern life. Whether this escape is found on the
sands of a quiet beach or while working up a sweat on a trek through a coconut forest is up to the
traveller. Thatâ€™s where Kerala tourism packages come in. For those new to the area, it can help to
understand exactly whatâ€™s possible. When the experts guide the journey, everything is covered, and
the holiday planned aligns with what the traveller has hoped for. A Munnar tour is an excellent
choice. This hill station has a name meaning â€˜three riversâ€™, and is one of the most popular places to
visit in Kerala, thanks to its unique sense of tranquillity. Visitors to Munnar can explore tea
plantations and pristine mountains and valleys. Wayanad tourism also offers a hilly terrain, along
with mountain caves, waterfalls and jungle trails. The curious can even take in the regionâ€™s aboriginal
culture, understanding the unique local beauty through those who have inhabited Wayanad for
centuries. Along with that, this spot boasts two wildlife reserves supporting endangered flora and
fauna.

Ayurvedic tourism is another major tourist draw for Kerala, further extending the stateâ€™s reputation for
relaxation. And while travellers to this part of the world lie back and enjoy the pure, tropical
environment, it is worth noting that Kerala has the highest literacy rate in India. With low levels of
corruption and a focus on education and empowerment, this is a state with many positives. So,
while a travellerâ€™s plans might be simple enough â€“ rest and idyllic views â€“ Kerala holidays deliver more
than most expect.
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Peter Jason - About Author:
Kerala holiday mart can offer you customized a kerala honeymoon packages that will surely make
for a memorable trip. For more information on a kerala tourism offered by them, visit here.
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